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The application of semantic integration methods faces challenges arising at collaboration between ITspecialists and domain experts during the model building stage. These challenges can affect the
correctness of domain formalization as well as the whole outcome of the integration in distributed
information systems. To overcome the lack of semantic interoperability we suggest the creation of a
collaborative platform which provides the (re)use of semantic assets (SA) for further semantic
integration. The analysis of the limitations existing in SA management standards leads the authors to
propose the collaborative approach, based on an extended lifecycle of semantic assets. The authors
consider the implementation of the platform based on the Asset Description Metadata schema
extension to be a rational option.
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1. Introduction
Lots of scientific papers describe the application of semantic methods in the integration of data
from heterogeneous sources [1, 2, 4, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17]. Currently distributed systems mostly support
interoperability on technical and organizational levels as a rule. Although, semantic (information)
interoperability becomes essential for successful integration. The effective implementation of semantic
methods for the development of e-Government in Europe and the United States1 over the last 15 years
[6, 12, 14] has proved this statement in practice.
The ability to understand the meaning of data determined by the provider becomes extremely
important. It improves the growth of semantic interoperability significance in heterogeneous
environment with constantly changing number of participants. Data-centric paradigm is now the key
enabler for the development of disruptive technologies in a new digital world [7, 16].
The use of semantic data models [6] (e.g. glossaries, dictionaries, taxonomies, thesauri and
ontologies) – hereinafter referred to as semantic assets (SA) [13] – is the basis for semantic
integration. SA enable semantic interoperability of distributed information systems (IS) and serve for
data collection, search, analysis and data visualization performed by using semantic properties.
As a rule, groups of domain experts construct SA throughout the process of information
system development or modeling of a particular domain. It is important to transfer the domain
knowledge from paper documents into machine-readable formats (ontologies, thesauri, and glossaries)
and to provide its dissemination outside of a specific information system. It brings the “understanding”
of data to the information exchange and simplifies further SA (re)use by other IS interacting in a
heterogeneous environment. At the same time, already developed SA are often insufficient for the
modeling of information exchange, therefore, experts come across the task to build a more detailed
semantic exchange model based on SA applied to the domain of interacting IS.
Existing ontology-based approaches for semantic interoperability have not been sufficiently
effective because “there is no systematic methodology to follow, no concert methodology for building
ontologies and all existing ontology-based not able to reconcile all types of semantic conflicts”.
Ontology Summit supports this experts’ concern and emphasizes that “in practice, however, Semantic
Interoperability is difficult to achieve” [11].
We consider it necessary to join the efforts of IT-specialists and various domain experts
providing the ability of information systems to interact on a semantic level. Additionally, their
cooperation should help to solve the problem of cross disciplinary misunderstanding which results in
multiple revisions and unsatisfactory results. To overcome the challenges shown above and to simplify
the application of semantic integration methods at the stage of semantic asset development we suggest
setting an expert-oriented, common methodology for SA Management and support it with appropriate
tools.

2. Semantic Assets Management
Semantic Web expansion have caused the development of many semantic assets that have
become standards and recommendations, which de facto or de jure define various components or data
schemes (e.g. Dublin Core, FOAF, VOAF, SKOS, vCard, etc.). The need to use solutions supporting
accessibility and (re)use of semantic assets, considering special aspects of localization, has become
obvious for the accumulation and spread of knowledge encapsulated in SA. Within the general
guidelines some projects (e.g. JOINUP [12, 13]) stipulate the methodology for semantic assets’
management. However, existing SA cataloguing platforms do not provide a complete lifecycle
especially at the stages of SA development and modernization.
Within the framework of the European Interoperability program ISA [6] in 2011-2012 the
ADMS Working Group [12] developed the Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS)2 to collect,
search and study the compatibility of semantic assets. In 2013, the extended ADMS (ADMS-AP 1.0)
specification was developed. This profile was focused on semantic interoperability based on the
1
2

NIEM 2017. National Information Exchange Model, https://www.niem.gov
W3C 2013. Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS). W3C. http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-adms/
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unification of SA descriptions. In 2016, following the use experience of ADMS-AP 1.0, the revision
of the specification resulted in the adoption of the version of ADMS-AP 2.0 [5]. ADMS and,
accordingly, JOINUP platform, describe SA’s lifecycle using four statuses: Completed,
UnderDevelopment, Deprecated, and Withdrawn. We consider the use of ADMS for SA cataloguing,
as well as, for storing and publishing their descriptions. But we suppose in practice this lifecycle
includes some additional steps and should be extended for the following stages of SA development:
(1) experts’ collaboration, (2) validation, (3) assessment and quality evaluation of represented
semantic assets.
We have also studied W3C recommendations [15], and ISO/IEC 11179 [8] and the conclusion
is both support the lifecycle but manage the entity as a single document. The adoption of these
approaches is reasonable only for SA management without considering the constituent elements.
However, at the stage of SA development/modernization the contents of semantic asset, i.e. its
elements and their properties, play the main role.
Therefore, we propose to combine the lifecycle management of semantic models as a single
asset (e.g. ADMS repository records) with the change management of their contents. The reason for
this consolidation is the ability of SA contents to split into parts (branches, sections, sets and
elements), each of which could follow its own specific workflow and should be controlled, reviewed
and assessed during the stage of development.
We think it reasonable to use a widespread and recognized by web community W3C lifecycle
to describe the development stages of SA (ADMS status “In Development”). It reflects the features of
an open SA catalogue such as attracting a wide range of experts, a variety of SA domains, use of SA in
Semantic web and exchange of information using web-based technologies.

3. Semantic Assets Development Lifecycle
To bridge the gap associated with the lack of understanding between domain and IT experts in
the development of information systems and their interaction, a collaborative semantic integration
platform [3]. Working on the SA lifecycle management methodology during our R&D initiative to
create the Center for Semantic Integration (CSI) at the Plekhanov Russian University of Economics
we revealed and covered the following scenarios:
• Domain experts develop semantic assets in scope and detail necessary for IT specialists
during SA implementation in information systems.
•

Domain experts establish the correspondence between different SA elements to harmonize
their content.

•

IT specialists ensure the consistency of the developed semantic models with the description
of the subject area, generally accepted standards and recommendations regarding the
composition and contents.

•

Domain experts review the models developed by IT specialists to assess semantic
completeness and consistency.

Basing on these scenarios we set the primary task to support both (1) the development of
semantic assets and (2) the harmonization of SA contents. We register existing semantic assets in the
catalogue, based on ADMS. After expert review they can be loaded from external resources for further
(re)use (e.g. for localization). The level of expert review is selected depending on the level interest: (1)
validation among a working group, (2) public expert assessment by the community, (3) an independent
review conducted by domain experts.
Throughout the collaboration of working group participants during the SA development,
various stages can occur (see Figure 1), which can be described by W3C workflow statuses.
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Figure 1. Lifecycle of semantic assets

We offer to arrange the process of SA development by assigning business tasks and
controlling their performance. In Figure 1, the solid lines indicate the possible transitions between the
lifecycle states or the development stages; and broken lines show the connections between the states,
stages, and events that occur during the SA lifecycle. Each stage of SA development has a set of
business tasks available for assignment (see Table 1).
Table 1. Stages of SA development stages and business tasks
SA development stages

Business tasks for SA
development stages

Working Draft (WD)

SA Loading
SA Creation
SA Translation
SA expert assessment

Candidate for recommendation
(CR)

SA Modification
SA expert assessment

Proposed recommendation (PR)

SA expert assessment

Comments
Filling the main content of the
asset (loading SA contents,
creation of new SA elements,
translation, etc.) and refining the
description of SA (completion
of fields, classification,
connection to other assets).
Main expert evaluation and
making small changes, e.g.
spelling improvement.
Decision that the SA can be
recommended for
implementation.

Recommendation (REC)
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Implementation of methods and tools for the reuse of semantic assets including constituent
elements imposes restrictions on SA deletion/dismissal. In addition to the usual notification, informing
SA users about the changes, the methodology should cover the events associated with the SA
withdrawal (ADMS-AP 2.0 lifecycle status “Deprecated” or “Withdrawn”). The existing catalogues
serve only for SA collection and provide several versions of a semantic asset existing in parallel.
However, it is necessary to preserve the knowledge about the changes in semantics and the link
between “old” and “new” semantic assets should be established.
To support the lifecycle of semantic assets we have developed the extension to ADMS-AP 2.0,
named ADMS-WF 1.0. It provides compatibility and reuse of SA by domain experts and IT specialists
at the stage of development. For the implementation of the usage scenarios represented above we offer
to extend ADMS-AP 2.0 classes and add:
 additional properties to ADMS “Asset”, dcat:Dataset class for the conduct of SA
versioning, access to SA contents together with the connection to business tasks and
events.
 additional property to ADMS “Asset Distribution”, dcat: Distribution class for the
integration with external design tools.
Besides that, it is necessary to add:
 “Event”, dct:Event class for the storage and distribution of events, occurring during
SA development.
 “Change Request”, cm:ChangeRequest class in order to fix business tasks connected
with SA as well as their workflow.
Special semantic models such as controlled vocabularies of events, business tasks types,
design tools and SA lifecycle states determine available property values. ADMS-WF 1.0 supports
backward compatibility of SA catalogues, implemented in CSI collaboration platform, with
repositories, correspondent to ADMS-AP 2.0.

4. Conclusion
This article presents the approaches to the achievement of semantic interoperability in
heterogeneous information systems environment. To provide an unambiguous, meaningful
interpretation of data by all the participants of information sharing we keep to the following principles:
(1) consolidation and reuse of semantic assets, and (2) the collaboration of domain experts and IT
specialists working with semantic assets.
We consider the methodology for such collaboration mainly based on the reuse existing
methods and Web standards. Due to the analysis of limitations inherent to known SA management
standards we reveal the necessity to extend SA lifecycle and to support the expert workflow at the
stage of SA development. Following the usage scenarios determined during our R&D at the CSI
project we suggest combining lifecycle of SA (including the elements), SA development stages and
lifecycle of business tasks.
To implement the proposed approaches, we have developed an extension to ADMS-AP 2.0 –
ADMS-WF providing backward compatibility of the collaborative semantic integration platform with
ADMS-compliant catalogues together. It also serves for information sharing and dissemination of SA
built or modified in the process of experts’ collaboration for the semantic integration. Companies
owning semantic assets, experts and IT specialists can use the ADMS-WF 1.0 profile for cataloging,
as well as for supporting the lifecycle of semantic assets during harmonization, developing new or
finalizing existing versions.
In addition, experts can use the ADMS-WF 1.0 to support the lifecycle of SA during the
process of semantic assets discussion and assessment. IT specialists can use this profile to support the
lifecycle of SA when validating the correspondence of data schemas (metadata) to domain models or
enriching data schemas with the semantic information needed to support interoperability of
heterogeneous information systems.
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